
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-22: Five-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

cafeteria

curiosity 

elementary

anniversary

diagonally

organization

misunderstanding

congratulations

unforgettable

particularly

electricity

appreciation

classification

underestimate

anticipation

imagination

university

discrimination

generosity

undeniable

dangerous

magazine

paragraph

Challenge

enthusiastic

accumulation

Divide each spelling word into five syllables. 

1.  u n i v e r s i t y  

2.  o r g a n i z a t i o n

3.  g e n e r o s i t y               

4.  m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g 

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  the date on which something important or memorable           _________________________
took place in a prior year           

6.  the expectation that something will happen                 _________________________

7.  the unfair treatment of a group of people, such as members          _________________________
of a certain race or religion           

8. an eagerness to learn or know about something           _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.        ditatruneseme   _____________________ hint: think something is smaller than it really is  
    

10.      fiaratece      _____________________ hint: a room where students eat lunch at school    
 

11. tufaongtelbre    _____________________    hint: memorable; incredible  

12.       glalidayon         _____________________  hint:  in a slanted direction
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Name: _________________________________                 List E-22: Five-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

undeniable electricity congratulations appreciation

imagination particularly elementary classification

13.  Lightning is an example of a natural form of  _____________________. 

14.  The food pantry had a volunteer   _____________________  dinner to thank the volunteers. 

15.  Andrew has a great  _____________________  and is always making up fantastic stories. 

16. Gracie is entering fifth grade, so it is her last year in  _____________________  school. 

17. I'm not  _____________________  fond of visiting the reptile house when I go to the zoo. 

18. Jacob said “ _____________________ !” to his classmate for winning the spelling bee.

19. The angelic quality of the singer's voice seemed an  _____________________  fact to the 

swooning crowd.

20. We learned about the  _____________________  system of vertebrates in our science lesson. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word containing the long-e sound.                 ___________________________

22. Name the review word that has a long-a in it.                                ___________________________

23. Which review word contains a blend that produces the /f/         ___________________________
sound?    

24. Name the challenge word that is a noun.                                       ___________________________

25. Name the challenge word that is an adjective.                            ____________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-22: Five-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

cafeteria

curiosity 

elementary

anniversary

diagonally

organization

misunderstanding

congratulations

unforgettable

particularly

electricity

appreciation

classification

underestimate

anticipation

imagination

university

discrimination

generosity

undeniable

dangerous

magazine

paragraph

Challenge

enthusiastic

accumulation

Divide each spelling word into five syllables. 

1.  u n i v e r s i t y  

2.  o r g a n i z a t i o n

3.  g e n e r o s i t y               

4.  m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g 

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  the date on which something important or memorable anniversary          
took place in a prior year           

6.  the expectation that something will happen anticipation           

7.  the unfair treatment of a group of people, such as members    discrimination      
of a certain race or religion           

8. an eagerness to learn or know about something curiosity          

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.        ditatruneseme   underestimate hint: think something is smaller than it really is  
    

10.      fiaratece      cafeteria hint: a room where students eat lunch at school    
 

11. tufaongtelbre    unforgettable    hint: memorable; incredible  

12.       glalidayon         diagonally             hint:  in a slanted direction
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Name: _________________________________                 List E-22: Five-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

undeniable electricity congratulations appreciation

imagination particularly elementary classification

13.  Lightning is an example of a natural form of electricity. 

14.  The food pantry had a volunteer appreciation dinner to thank the volunteers. 

15.  Andrew has a great imagination and is always making up fantastic stories. 

16. Gracie is entering fifth grade, so it is her last year in elementary school. 

17. I'm not particularly fond of visiting the reptile house when I go to the zoo. 

18. Jacob said “Congratulations!” to his classmate for winning the spelling bee.

19. The angelic quality of the singer's voice seemed an undeniable fact to the swooning 

crowd.

20. We learned about the classification system of vertebrates in our science lesson. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word containing the long-e sound.                 magazine

22. Name the review word that has a long-a in it.                                dangerous

23. Which review word contains a blend that produces the /f/         paragraph
sound?    

24. Name the challenge word that is a noun.                                       accumulation

25. Name the challenge word that is an adjective.                            enthusiastic
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